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SYNTHESIS
rEgular uPdaTE froM THE INTErNET & JurISdIcTIoN ProJEcT

revelations of online surveillance programs with extraterritorial 
reach trigger demands for accountable and traceable procedures 
for access to user data on the Internet around the world.

calls for data sovereignty, strict national compliance and the 
establishment of local offices and servers of cross-border plat-
forms become louder.

croSS BordEr daTa floWS 
aNd NaTIoNal SoVErEIgNTY

HoW To ENaBlE 
dIgITal coEXISTENcE?
More than 2.5 billion users co-exist and interact in shared cross-
border online spaces, governed by heterogeneous normative 
orders: States have vertical legal systems, while online platforms 
form horizontal orders through their Terms of Service. How to 
guarantee interoperability between these heterogeneous norms 
and procedures? How to handle normative collisions?

ProcEdural INTErfacES 
Existing international cooperation frameworks based on separat-
ed national territories do not easily scale up to the transnational 
nature of the Internet and online interactions. To diffuse tension 
and avoid fragmentation, there is a growing understanding that 
fair process frameworks establishing ”procedural interfaces“ 
between states, Internet platforms or operators, and users need 
to be developed.
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The Internet & Jurisdiction (I&J) 
Synthesis summarizes the main 
results of the monitoring activ-

ity of the I&J observatory and 
the preliminary outcomes of the 

ongoing global multi-stakeholder 
dialogue process conducted 

between January and July 2013. 
It highlights emerging patterns 

and is conceptualized to stimu-
late discussion around a variety 

of pressing key questions.

Section I (“global Trends”) scru-
tinizes recent international de-

velopments throughout six major 
issue areas. Section II (“How to 

Enable digital coexistence”) ad-
dresses the need for appropri-

ate procedures to guarantee the 
interoperability of diverse public 
and private normative orders and 

to handle normative collisions. 
finally, Section III “Procedural 

frameworks for Interoperability 
and fair Process” explores poten-

tial building blocks for such 
procedural interfaces. 
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1. gloBal TrENdS
• copyright: reaffirmed proportionality norms despite shorter takedown delays
• freedom of Expression: cross-border hate speech and online porn filtering 
• Privacy and data Protection: Transnational data flows require cooperation 
• defamation and reputation: Multiple takedown procedures? 
• Technologies: Execution errors and cybertravel limitations 
• Security: Surveillance and calls for data sovereignty 

2. HoW To ENaBlE dIgITal coEXISTENcE?
• a 21st century challenge: Handling diversity in cyberspace
• Interoperability: connecting heterogeneous actors, norms and procedures
• Tensions: addressing normative collisions
• unintended consequences: The cost of inaction 

3. ProcEdural fraMEWorKS for  
INTEroPEraBIlITY aNd faIr ProcESS  
• Scope: What issues need to be addressed?
• Building Blocks: What fair process components? 
• The way forward: How to develop such framework(s)? 

aNNEX/rEfErENcES
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1. gloBal TrENdS
 
Surveillance programs with extraterritorial effects, such as PrISM in the uS or uK’s Tempora, 
trigger global concerns over privacy, procedural transparency and accountability. as the physical 
location of servers and operators matters, voices calling for national “data sovereignty” become 
louder.

coPYrIgHT
rEaffIrMEd ProPorTIoNalITY NorMS 
dESPITE SHorTEr TaKEdoWN dElaYS
The European court of Human rights ruled for the first time on the balance between 
copyright and freedom of expression1 and refused2 an appeal by the founders of 
the torrent site The Pirate Bay in regards to a conviction for assisting copyright 
infringement in Sweden. The platform changed its servers’ location3 and ccTld 
domain several times4 to avoid a seizure and operates now under Iceland’s 
ccTld ’.is‘.

The pressure for more rapid takedowns increases. a Brazilian court decided5, 
in a case involving google, that operators can be liable for potential dam-
ages if they fail to immediately remove plagiarized content upon receiving 
notifications, without a court order. a new russian draft law requires website 
operators to take down potentially infringing content within 72 hours upon 
notification, otherwise they would be blocked6. However, at the same time, an 
Italian court ruled that blocking an entire platform due to one infringing video would 
be disproportionate7.

due to public and political criticism for disproportionate copyright enforcement, a new version 
of cISPa stalls in the uS Senate8, but a six strikes system is implemented in the uS jurisdiction9. Meanwhile, france 
removed the Internet cut-off sanction10 from its own three strikes system Hadopi, just after the first disconnection11 
had been ordered.

frEEdoM of EXPrESSIoN 
croSS-BordEr HaTE SPEEcH 
aNd oNlINE PorN fIlTErINg
Twitter Inc. ultimately complied with hate speech laws in the french jurisdic-
tion and handed over the user data of the authors of racist tweets with the 
hashtag “a good Jew” to a french court12 without a Mutual legal assistance 
Treaty (MlaT) procedure13. Its Terms of Service specify that it only reacts 
to uS court orders, but the company is opening offices in france in 
201314. The Parisian court also ordered Twitter to implement a notifi-
cation tool for users in the french jurisdiction. another demand for 
user data in connection to the gezi Park protests is pending in Turkey, 
where the government demands Twitter to establish a local office18. 
Meanwhile, facebook agreed to review its global internal determina-
tion norms and procedures in regard to requests for removal of hate 
speech19, after a wave of protests by women rights groups. 

ISP-based filters on the Internet are on the rise, as Iceland20, Egypt21, In-
dia22, Peru23 and the uK24 explore or implement measures to limit access to 
online pornography. The “Innocence of Muslims” YouTube video continues 
to display the absence of granular takedown procedures: lacking an MlaT with the uS, 
Pakistan blocks the entire YouTube platform and threatens to also block google if the company does not remove 
the video25. The Egyptian regulator however prevented a blocking of the video26 as it that would have had ramifica-
tions on other google services. The European court of Human rights ruled that the blocking of the entire google 
Sites platform due to one hosted website violated freedom of expression rights27.

    • What do stricter notice and
    takedown laws mean in terms
   of fair process and balanced
  determinations? 
  • Will copyright takedown procedures 
influence removal requests of other
  content (hate speech, defamation
      etc.)? 

QuESTIoNS

      • Will requests for the establishment
of local offices of cross-border platforms 
increase? 
  • How to prevent the blocking of entire
   platforms for one piece of content? 
    • How do platforms implement their
     Terms of Service provisions in view
      of transnational hate speech? 

QuESTIoNS
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PrIVacY aNd daTa ProTEcTIoN
TraNSNaTIoNal daTa floWS rEQuIrE cooPEraTIoN 
discussions of how to govern transnational data transfers proliferate. Interop-
erability talks took place between Europe and the asian-Pacific region to 
improve the compatibility of aPEc’s cross-border Privacy rules and the 
Eu’s Binding corporate rules28. In light of the planned Eu data protection 
reform, the uS also stressed the need of interoperability of national pri-
vacy standards29. In china, more comprehensive personal data protec-
tion guidelines were published30.

cross-border cooperation to enforce territorial privacy rules is on 
the rise as the Netherlands and canada jointly investigate the califor-
nia based chat tool Whatsapp31 and several Eu data protection authori-
ties launch coordinated enforcement actions against google’s March 2012 
Terms of Service update32. germany allowed facebook to continue the “real 
names” policy in its jurisdiction, but fined google over its Street View Wifi 
data capture34, while the uK reopened investigations35 in the latter matter. 

   • How do diverse national
  privacy norms impact cross-border 
data flows? 
 • given the dispersed jurisdictions 
involved in online interactions,
 will international cooperation on
   privacy issues increase? 

QuESTIoNS

dEfaMaTIoN aNd rEPuTaTIoN 
MulTIPlE TaKEdoWN ProcEdurES?

In germany, a court prescribed a notice and takedown regime 
for defamatory google autocomplete suggestions36. google is 
allowed not to pre-filter user generated content in the Italian 
jurisdiction37, but can be liable for slow takedowns of defama-
tory content posted by users on Blogger in the uK38. The Brazil-
ian legislature asks google to establish a direct request process 
to delete potentially defamatory speech39.

The advocate general of the European court of Justice sug-
gests not acknowledging a ”right to be forgotten“ for results on a 
search engine40. In Ireland, home to major cross-border platforms’ 
international headquarters, a court ordered an injunction to permanent-
ly remove a virally spreading video and enjoins the platforms and the plaintiff 
to discuss practical methods, whereas platforms demand that such a deletion 
should result only from a full trial41.

New laws to tackle online defamation proliferate: a new defamation act that 
would limit ISP liability is underway in the uK42; a Swedish authority wants 
to criminalize grave online defamation43; canada explores how to update its 
criminal code for cyberbullying44 and a Mexican state adopted a broad new 
anti-cyberbullying law45. 

     • How to deal with viral, transnational
   spreads of defamatory information? 
 • Is online defamation different from offline
  defamation and does it need special laws
   and procedures?
   • What kind of judgment should be
    required for a complete removal of
     content? and, is it feasible?

QuESTIoNS
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TEcHNologIES 
EXEcuTIoN ErrorS aNd 
cYBErTraVEl lIMITaTIoNS

Enforcing national jurisdiction on the Internet can produce unin-
tended consequences: an australian financial regulator blocked 1200 
websites instead of the intended two46 and Italian law enforcement 
authorities blocked parts of Tumblr by accident47. russia’s social 
network VKontakte is blacklisted by error in some areas of the 
country48.

global limitations to cybertravel increase as the payment inter-
mediaries Mastercard and Visa ban VPN providers49 and china 
blocks certain VPN protocols50. Moreover, ISPs block Pirate 
Bay proxies in the uK51, while assets of the operator of another 
Pirate Bay proxy are seized in the dutch jurisdiction52. Inter-
net switch offs continue to happen around the world as Syrian 
authorities shut down the national Internet for 20 hours53 and India 
suspends the Internet in the Kashmir Valley to prevent the spread of 
viral rumors54. 

SEcurITY 
SurVEIllaNcE aNd callS for 
daTa SoVErEIgNTY

The revelations of the large-scale uS National Security 
agency’s (NSa) Internet surveillance schemes Prism 
(access to user data stored by uS-based cross-border 
online platforms)55 and fairview (direct “upstream” 
access to traffic in fibre optic cables)56 to monitor 
global Internet communications appear to have long-
term structural impacts on the ecology of cyberspace, 
including big data, cloud-computing, encryption and 
even the transnational routing of Internet traffic57. Euro-
pean debates on developing sovereign clouds58 and estab-
lishing stronger privacy safeguards59 gain momentum in the 
light of growing mistrust; the german chancellor demands 
stricter global privacy rules60 and Brazil discusses the notion 
of data sovereignty61, the nationalization of data centers62, as well 
as the creation of a new international agency to govern the Internet63. 
The russian Senate calls for the creation of a uN agency to monitor the col-
lection and use of personal data64 and investigates google for sharing russian user data with uS authorities65.

Several lawsuits in the uS66, germany, luxembourg, Ireland67, france68 or the uK69 challenge the NSa surveillance on is-
sues ranging from violations of the right of association to the infringement of privacy laws in multiple jurisdictions. as a 
response, uS-based platforms strive to release transparency statistics on NSa data requests70. Meanwhile, further online 
surveillance programs with extraterritorial reach are exposed in the uK71, france72 and germany73.

National jurisdictions strive to increase their lawful access to online interactions of their citizens: after India is granted 
access to BlackBerry data74, it decided to ask Skype to set up local servers for the same purpose and considers the 
segregation of IP addresses on a state basis to facilitate targeted blocking in particular regions75. likewise, Saudi arabia 
is demanding access to Skype and Whatsapp communications in its jurisdiction and threatens to block these services 
otherwise76. 

      • How to ensure that website
     blockings do not produce negative
    unintended consequences on the
   whole network? 
  • What is the impact of VPN and
  proxy limitations on the geography of
    cyberspace?
      • What norms are needed
          for domain seizures? 

QuESTIoNS

• Will extraterritorial surveillance lead to
 stronger calls for data sovereignty? 

• How to deal with the exercise of sovereignty
over cross-border platforms and operators? 
• How to ensure fair process and traceable
procedures for access to user data? 
• Is there a need for global privacy norms?
• What is the impact of extraterritorial
surveillance on cloud computing and
big data developments? 

QuESTIoNS
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2. HoW To ENaBlE dIgITal coEXISTENcE?

a 21ST cENTurY cHallENgE
HaNdlINg dIVErSITY IN cYBErSPacE 

The number of Internet users is said to have passed beyond 2.5 billions and 
will continue to grow at a rapid pace. Taking advantage of proliferating 
hosting and social-mediation services, they are able to easily post billions 
of pictures, blogs and videos, and interact in shared cross-border online 
spaces. from the onset, universal accessibility of online content and fa-
cilitation of interpersonal communication were the main benefits of the 
Internet and they deserve to be preserved. 

Whereas transnational personal interactions are the exception in the 
physical world, they become the normal practice on the Internet. However, 
as the number of users increases, so does the heterogeneity of social, cultural, 
religious and political sensitivities, as well as the diversity of national legal norms 
that have to co-exist in cyberspace. 

So far, the distributed and borderless architecture of the Internet has been maintained despite the diversity of us-
ers and norms. However, as the number of potential tensions and normative collisions will increase with the grow-
ing importance of the Internet, states are prompted to reaffirm their jurisdictional authority. Hence, the patchwork 
of applicable laws and potentially incompatible national procedures to enforce them is likely to become even more 
complex. 
 
Is it possible to both maintain the social and economic benefits the cross-border Internet brings to mankind and 
ensure the peaceful digital coexistence of billions of people in cyberspace? can existing inter-state frameworks for 
legal cooperation scale up? or are new approaches needed to avoid re-aligning the network and its online services 
to national borders? 

INTEroPEraBIlITY
coNNEcTINg HETErogENEouS acTorS, 
NorMS aNd ProcEdurES 

Enabling digital coexistence in cross-border spaces requires transnational 
cooperation. However, traditional modes of cross-border cooperation be-
tween vertical legal systems lack clear procedural norms: every nation state 
has its distinct legal framework. a multitude of different procedures, which 
involve diverse actors and norms, exist to enforce national laws. likewise, 
cross-border platforms and operators define in their Terms of Service private 
horizontal normative orders and make determinations on the compliance with 
national laws. The current situation results in legal uncertainty for public authorities, 
Internet platforms or operators and users alike. as a consequence, the need to enable the interoperability between 
the different vertical, as well as horizontal normative orders becomes crucial to avoid fragmentation.

• How to handle transnational 
online interactions and data 
flows in a Westphalian system? 
• Will the transnational Internet 
be realigned to national subnets in 
the absence of appropriate
procedural norms and interfaces?

QuESTIoNS

People from diverse jurisdictions cohabit in shared online spaces and interact across borders. 
given this structural shift, can legal and regulatory tools based on separated national 
sovereignties efficiently handle transnational interactions in cyberspace, as well
as the growing risk of normative collisions?

• How to enable digital coexistence? 
• What frameworks can handle online 
interactions that simultaneously involve 
multiple jurisdictions (location of users, 
servers, platforms, Tld operators…)?

QuESTIoNS
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TENSIoNS 
addrESSINg NorMaTIVE collISIoNS

Behavior that is legal in one country can be illegal in others, and differ-
ent national norms can be incompatible or conflicting, for instance in 
their definition of hate speech. as the diversity of applicable rules on 
the Internet increases together with its global penetration, normative 
collisions are likely to grow in number and reach. recent prominent 
cases include: global public order challenges, as with fears of eth-
nic violence in assam enhanced by social media77; political tensions 
prompted by the “Innocence of Muslims” YouTube video78; or clashes 
between Terms of Service and national laws as with Twitter’s initial 
reluctance to comply with a french court order for user data79. More-
over, normative collisions are also triggered by extraterritorial extensions 
of sovereignty, as seen with seizures of the Spanish rojadirecta80 domain by 
the uS customs authorities, the seizure of servers of a globally used Bittorent 
platform81 in the ukrainian jurisdiction, or the uS surveillance scheme Prism82. 

The use of technical tools like geo-IP filtering and cc-Tld migrations may allow cross-border platforms to respect 
legal requirements in national jurisdictions without removing infringing content for users from other jurisdictions. 
Potential long-term consequences, however, include a progressive geographical fragmentation of shared online 
spaces. While neither the establishment of a detailed hierarchy of norms nor a global harmonization of Internet 
laws appear achievable, there is no framework today that can appropriately address normative collisions and dif-
fuse the growing tensions. How and through which mechanisms should such transnational disputes be solved? 

Historical precedents provide relevant examples with regard to this challenge: 
the TcP/IP Protocols, the foundation of the Internet, allowed interoperabil-
ity between heterogeneous networks and the HTMl/HTTP Protocols, the 
foundation of the World Wide Web, enabled interoperability between het-
erogeneous databases. likewise, digital coexistence requires frameworks 
and procedural standards to enable interoperability between heteroge-
neous stakeholders and normative orders across national borders.

currently, there are no standardized mechanisms for the interface between 
public actors, operators and users regarding requests for domain seizures, 
content takedowns or access to user data. direct requests from public 
authorities to Internet platforms or operators often rely on ad-hoc connec-
tions between actors along “trust networks”. The traditional formal mode of 
international request routing would be Mutual legal assistance Treaties (MlaTs). Be-
ing cumbersome and inappropriately slow for the digital age, MlaTs do however not exist among 
all countries and are often limited to criminal issues. 

Thus, even when there is no conflict on the substance (i.e. dual incrimination, coherence between 
national requests and Terms of Service provisions, etc.), current frameworks are struggling to scale 
up to the quantity of requests, the diversity of actors and the multiplicity of normative orders 
involved. Moreover, fair process and accountability mechanisms need to be improved for both 
transnational public requests and private compliance determinations.

• What procedural norms can 
ensure interoperability of 

heterogeneous systems? 
• How to avoid a patchwork of
incompatible procedures? 
• How to ensure that smaller states, 
platforms or operators are not 
overlooked?  

QuESTIoNS

• What is the impact of unresolved 
normative collisions on the ecology 
of cyberspace and global Internet 
governance? 
• Is there a need for state-platform and 
user-platform dispute resolution?

QuESTIoNS
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uNINTENdEd coNSEQuENcES
THE coST of INacTIoN 

In the absence of proper interoperability frameworks that ensure digital coexistence, nation states, cross-border 
platforms and technical operators are likely to adopt uncoordinated and potentially incompatible solutions to 
manage problems resulting from the transnational nature of the Internet. Should this 
trend continue, it would ultimately result in a creeping fragmentation of the Inter-
net and a forced re-alignment along national cyberspaces. This goes against 
the fundamental conception of the Internet as a distributed infrastructure 
allowing seamless transnational user interactions and services. Not only 
could this evolution jeopardize the benefits that Internet has brought to 
mankind, but it would also hamper innovation and growth. among the 
potential costs of inaction are the following unintended consequences: 

• Blocking
Without procedures to granularly address content that may 
be illegal in their jurisdictions, states may adopt overly broad 
measures and block entire platforms based on their domains 
or IP addresses, reducing content availability.

• filtering
faced with the challenge of compliance with potentially 190+ 
laws, cross-border platforms may generalize geo-IP filtering and 
automatic cc-Tld migrations to create localized experiences for 
users and therefore fragment transnational spaces for interaction. 

• Tld Nationalization
following a global wave of domain seizures (e.g. the bodog case83 in the uS), companies and 
individuals might loose trust in global Tld registries and registrars located in foreign juris-
dictions and retract to national operators instead, to the detriment of smaller countries.

• Jurisdictional overstretch
given the unbalanced distribution of the physical location of operators, servers and cables, 
the unconstrained assertion of national authority in territories with global operators has 
extraterritorial effects on citizens of other countries. at the same time, some states might 
be unable to execute legitimate requests, in the absence of means to enforce national laws 
in online spaces used by their citizens. 

• forced routing
due to concerns about surveillance programs (on uS84, uK85 or german86 territories), the 
principle of decentralized traffic routing might be challenged by the establishment of pre-
defined links to route around certain jurisdictions, potentially harming the resilience of the 
whole network. 

• data Sovereignty
The location of data matters. States increasingly consider enforcing national jurisdiction 
over server farms of cross-border online platforms87 or hosting companies88 located on their 
territory, or by creating data export barriers89 and demand that their citizens’ data be stored 
on national servers90. This can potentially endanger the viability of global cloud computing 
with its distributed server architectures. 

• National Ecosystems
facing the limits of current frameworks to handle requests to cross-border online platforms 
or operators that are located in third countries, a growing number of states advocate the 
creation of national services91 and sovereign clouds92 in their jurisdictions. Moreover, states 
might oblige cross-border online platforms to establish local representations in every juris-
diction they are accessible in93, which would represent a major challenge for start-ups and 
stifle their innovation capacities.

• What procedural norms can 
ensure interoperability of 

heterogeneous systems? 
• How to avoid a patchwork of
incompatible procedures? 
• How to ensure that smaller states, 
platforms or operators are not 
overlooked?  

• Will the heterogeneity of public 
and private norms lead to a creeping 
fragmentation of cyberspace? 
• What are the potential unintended 
consequences for the geography of 
cyberspace? 

QuESTIoNS
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3. ProcEdural fraMEWorKS for
INTEroPEraBIlITY aNd faIr ProcESS

To diffuse tension and enable digital coexistence in cross-border online spaces, there is a 
growing understanding that some “procedural interfaces” between states, Internet operators or 
platforms and users need to be developed. The I&J dialogue process in 2013 allowed to map the 
following preliminary components and questions regarding possible procedural frameworks. 

ScoPE 
WHaT ISSuES NEEd To BE addrESSEd?

at the very moment the situation described above calls for the 
development of “shared principles, norms, rules, decision-making 
procedures, and programmes”, as specified in the Tunis agenda for 
the Information Society (article 34), it becomes all the more dif-
ficult to develop them precisely due to the growing heterogene-
ity. Enabling the digital coexistence of the diversity of people 
and legal norms in cyberspace requires new modes of cooperation 
and the development of innovative frameworks. consensus emerges 
around a focus on three issue areas, which generate a high degree of 
tension:

• domain Seizures
How and in what situations should domain names be seized?
What are the technical precautions?
• content Takedowns
How to ensure appropriate granularity and fair process when removing content from 
cross-border online platforms or making content inaccessible in certain jurisdictions? 
• access to user data
How to guarantee proportionality and traceability for law enforcement authorities’
access to personal data? 

Such frameworks should not be limited to criminal cases, especially regarding content takedowns, 
and also allow handling the high quantity of “small cases”. Moreover, procedural interfaces should 
address two distinct types of situations:

• Normative coherence
a request is legitimate, has a valid legal basis and is not in conflict with the provisions of 
cross-border platforms’ Terms of Service or the law of their country of incorporation. In 
this case, requests should be routed efficiently, while ensuring fair process. 
• Normative collisions
one party might regard a request as not fully legitimate or lacking a valid legal base. 
There can also be a tension between national laws and Terms of Service. In this case, there 
is a need for clear de-escalation procedures and possibly the creation of neutral dispute 
resolution processes. 

• Is there a need for one overarching 
framework or separate, issue-based 

regimes? 
• What are the most pressing issues 

likely to cause major tensions in the
21st century? 
• How would fair process multi- 

stakeholder frameworks interface 
with existing “hard law”? 

QuESTIoNS
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THE WaY forWard
HoW To dEVEloP SucH fraMEWorK(S)? 

Three elements are fundamental for the process of developing appropriate fair-
process frameworks for cross-border online spaces to handle digital coexistence: 

• Inclusion
The traditional Westphalian model of purely inter-governmental coop-
eration is reaching its scalability limits due to the density of transna-
tional interactions and multiplicity of jurisdictions involved in most on-
line activities. frameworks must be elaborated in a multi-stakeholder setting 
ensuring that a critical mass of states, international organizations, platforms, 
operators and civil society groups are involved in both the design and the imple-
mentation of procedural interfaces. This ensures balance, legitimacy and long-term 
viability of any fair-process framework(s). 
• geographic scope
Traditional bilateral or multilateral MlaTS work only linearly between states that negotiated these treaties. 
Therefore, they naturally lack flexibility and geographic reach. The objective for fair-process frameworks is 
to ultimately enable wide adoption and geographic scalability. It is therefore important to engage actors 
from various regions from the onset to facilitate ulterior participation in any potential regime. legitimacy 
depends upon taking the diversity of perspectives into account. 
• Instruments
fair process framework(s) could be developed in the form of guidelines or principles, but this would insuf-
ficiently guarantee basic needs for enforceability. Equally, traditional treaties and conventions might not be 
appropriate instruments, since intergovernmental negotiation processes can be very long and too static to 
cope with the high pace of innovation in the ecology of cyberspace. Therefore, it might be appropriate to 
explore new instruments of governance, such as Mutual affirmations of commitments involving the differ-
ent categories of actors by defining their respective roles and responsibilities. 

• How to guarantee the legitimacy 
of multi-stakeholder process 
frameworks?
• How to ensure the scalability of any 
potential interoperability regime? 
• What are appropriate instruments 

to establish procedural interfaces 
between state, operators and 

users? 

QuESTIoNS

BuIldINg BlocKS
WHaT faIr ProcESS coMPoNENTS?

The following six building blocks, which ensure trust, accountability and 
interoperability, could be further explored in discussions on fair process 
frameworks for cross-border online spaces: 

• authentication
The identity of the sender and receiver of requests, be it states, users or 
operators, should be verifiable through appropriate “credentialing” mecha-
nisms. This includes validating the authority of senders to issue a given request. 
can a distinct naming and addressing system be developed for this purpose?  
• Transmission
There is a need for standardized submission formats to ensure unified comprehension of requests 
and to enhance the speed of their routing. Today, requests are transmitted in multiple formats via 
various mediums, including online portals, email, postal mail, fax and even diplomatic pouch. 
• Traceability
To foster accountability, it is important to facilitate the production of transparency reports;
likewise logging of requests can enable ex-post audits or oversight.
• determination
What are the criteria for compliance with requests? Should operators themselves have to make 
determinations, or is there a need for neutral third-party validations? 
• Safeguards
fair process must be ensured through quality assurances against quantitative and qualitative 
abuse, as well as notifications, contradictory procedures and appeals, when appropriate. Should
a neutral body ensure oversight? 
• Execution
How should domains be seized, content be taken down and user information be transmitted 
in practice, in order to avoid harm to the infrastructure, guarantee proportionality and 
ensure accountability?

• are other crucial building
blocks missing? 

• What sub-categories should
each building block entail? 
• What are the over-arching
principles under which fair process
components would be
implemented?

QuESTIoNS
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